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DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
WASHINGTON 55. D, C. 

I 6 DEC 1965 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Tasks 

In accordance with our previous discussions, I would like the Board 
to undertake the followkig task and to report their findings to me by 
1 March 1966: 

Conduct a review of the Federal  Contract research centers 
developed to a s s i s t  the Department of Defense in i t s  technical programs. 
During the review, assess  the role of these centers in relation to the 
Federal  in-house capability, industry and the universities. The task 
force should consider such questions as: 

1. 
1)continue to provide research, conceptual thinking, long range 
planning, operations and cost  analyses on important aspects of 
Defense business o r  do we have more effective alternatives for 
obtaining this information? 

S h o d F e d e r a l  contract research centers (Enclosure 

a. What a r e  the advantages and deficiencies in 
their operations 7 

b. What a r e  the advantages and disadvantages 
of expanding their operations, continuing 
their current  level of effort, gradually 
reducing them o r  phasing them out completely? 

What a r e  the constraints against establishing 
alternative approaches to obtaining the 
information now provided by these organiza- 
tions ? 

C. 

d. What policy guidelines should be established 
by OSD on their use? 

Wha t  a r e  the cr i ter ia  for measuring their 
effectiveness ? 

e.  
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f .  How closely should their operation and 
activities be monitored by Defense agencies ? 

What degree of flexibility must they have to 
maintain the required degree of usefulness? 

What a r e  the most appropriate contractual 
instruments for them? 

g. 

h. 

2. Should Federal  contract research centers (Enclosure 
2) continue to act  as systems engineers and technical directors 
for important aspects of Defense business, o r  do we have more 
effective alternatives for obtaining this control? 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

What a r e  the advantages and deficiencies in 
their operations ? 

What a re  the advantages and disadvantages of 
expanding their operations, continuing their 
current level of effort, gradually reducing 
them o r  phasing them out completely? 

What a r e  the constraints against establishing 
alternative approaches to obtaining the control 
now provided by these organizations ? 

What policy guidelines should be established 
be OSD on their use? 

What a r e  the cr i ter ia  for measuring their 
effectiveness 7 

How closely should their operation and 
activities be monitored by Defense agencies? 

What degree of flexibility must they have to 
maintain the required degree of usefulness? 

What a r e  the most  appropriate contractual 
instruments f o r  them? 

LP 
,+8 
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Where appropriate, the study should result  in  recommendations 
for action, to include possible approaches to the initiation of such 
action. Dr. Larsen will be the cognizant Deputy for this study. 

JOHN S. FOSTER, J R .  2 Encls. 



Summary of Research Centers Providing Research, 
Conceptual Thinking, Long Range Planning, Opera- 

tions and Cost Analyses 

RDT&E, Army: 
Mathematics Research Center, Univ. of Wisc. 
Human Resources Research Office, George Washington 

Spec. Operations Research Office, Amer. Univ. 
Prevention of Deterioration Center, National Academy 

Research Analysis Corp. 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center 

University 

of Sciences 

RDT&E, Navy: 
Applied Physics Lab, Univ. of Washington 
Center%r  Naval Analyses, Franklin Inst. 
Hudson Laboratory, Columbia University 
Ordnance Research Lab, Penn. State Univ. 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center 

RDT&E, Air Force: 
Lincoln Laboratory (M.I. T. ) 
Rand Corp. 
Anser Corp. 
International T&T Communication Systems 
Electomagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center 

RDT&E, Defense Agencies: 
Institute for Defense Analyses 
Mitre Corp. 
Rand Corp. 
Research Analyses Corp. 
Hudson Institute 
Special Operations Research Office 

i 

Encl. 1 



Summary of Research Centers 
Acting as  Systems Engineering 

and Technical Direction 

RDT&E, Navy: 
Applied Physics Lab, John Hopkins Univ. 
Space Technology Lab (ASW Program Office) 

RDT&E, Air Force: 
Space Technology Laboratory 
Aerospace Gorp. 
Mitre Gorp. 

, 

Encl. 2 



1 7  DEC 1565 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCLENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Tasks 

I would like the Board to ass i s t  in evaluating new comprehensive 
plans for the development of the in-house laboratories of the 
Military Departments. 
asked to: 

Each of the Military Departments has been 

1. Develop a l i s t  of five to ten top priority military R&D 
problem areas  of each Department needing urgent and continuing 
attention for the next ten years. 
warfare, air-ground warfare, etc.). 

(ASW, amphibious warfare, limited 

2. Of the a reas  listed in 1. above, determine which a r e  the 
most suitable as the lead o r  system laboratories o r  technical centers. 
Theoe centers a r e  to be of substantial size--1,000 o r  more  profes- 
sionals. 
subsequent phase-outs of other sites. 

Indicate any necessary construction at the lead sites and 

3. Outline briefly the main functions that you consider 
should be performed in the lead Department of Defense laboratories 
o r  technical centers. 

4. State what additional authorities or  steps a re  required 
to make the new laboratories o r  technical centers a s  effective a s  
possible. In particular, identify governmental, departmental o r  
DoD management practices and policies which need to be changed 
in order  to increase effectiveness. 

We would like an evaluation of these plans or suggestions for appro- 
priate alternatives in the near future. 
evaluation should result in  recommendations f o r  corrective action, 
to include drafts of instructions designed to initiate such action. 
The ad hoc task committee of the Defense Science Board may, of 
course, consider the more fundamental questions. Should there 

Where appropriate, the 
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be lead laboratories, o r  technical centers?  Are the recommended 
fields the most appropriate i f  these types of laboratories should exis t?  
Is the recommended size appropriate for the a rea  of endeavor under 
consideration? What will be the impact on other laboratories of the 
Military Departments ? 

I am pleased that Dr. Leonard Sheingold has agreed to serve as 
chairman of this task force. I have asked Dr. Larsen to be the 
cognizant Deputy for this study. - 

-fi JOHN S. FOSTER, JR. 



DlRECidR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AN 65 6062 
WASHINGTON 25. D. C. 

1 7 DEC 1965 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Tasks 

In accordance with our previous conversations, I would like the Board 
to make an independent review of the present and future Ballistic Missile 
Defense programs and planned deployments. 
include the following: 

1) 

Specific a reas  of interest  

What should be the elements of an initial light defense ABM 
system and how should they be deployed? What would be 
logical growth avenues for such a light defense system 
considering a range of postulated threats that such a system 
might face during its lifetime? 

The coupling between ballistic missile defense, other active 
defense measures  and passive defense is of continuing 
interest .  
and the defense against light attacks affected the coupling 

. ' between civil defense and active defense? 

2 )  

In particular, how have the a rea  defense concept 

I would like the task force to start the study a s  soon a s  possible and to 
report  by 15 September 1966. 
i n  recommendations for action. ' 

I a m  pleased that Dr. Richard Latter has agreed to serve a s  chairman of 
this task force. 
study. He will  make whatever staff support i s  necessary available to the 
task force. 

Where appropriate, the study should result  

I have asked Mr. Fink to be the cognizant Deputy for this 

.r i 
DOD DIR 5200.10 

i 
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ITEM 1 Chairman's Item -- 
The Chairman called the meeting of the Executive Committee 

to order  at 0900 on 16 December 1965 in the Board office, Room 3D-1040, 
The Rentagcn. 
above. 
were approved as submitted. 

The names of those who attended the meeting a r e  l isted 
The minutes of the previous meeking held on 10 November 1965 

The next meeting of the Executive Committee will be held 
on Saturday, 0 January 1966, in the Pentagon. 

The Chairman began the meeting by referring to recent talks 
he had had with Dr. Foster  in which Dr. F w t e r  h,ad expressed his  strong 
des i re  and fvll intention to  make as much q6e as possible of the Defense 
Science Board and its advisory s t ructure .  
special ta& forces  have been, o r  will be, established. 
will work with Dr.  Larean o r  one of the other of Dr. Foster ' s  Deputies, 
in close team work with the assigned staff. 

To this end about a dozen 
These task forces  

It  obviously will be of advantage to Dr. Fos te r  to have the 
task forces report  directly and informally to him as needed. 
Executive Committee and full Board will exercise general supervision 
of the Board aspects of these team studies. 
Board members will be uped for service on the appointed task forces .  

The 

'?*A?? To the extent possible, 

ITEM 2 - Review of Ongoing aqd Planned Studies 

This itern was given over to a review and discussion of the 
studies mentioned above which Dr.  Fas t e r  has signed o r  plans to a sk  the 
Board to u n d e h k e ,  
meeting, is attached as Tab A (a  revised status sheet dated 20 December 
1965 i s  q t ached  as Tab 8 ) .  

A summary  chart  of these stpdies, as used at this 

Jn commenting on the multitude of studies being undertaken, 
the Chairmaq remarked that we have to make s u r e  that we do indeed 
get full staff support 017 them since the Board secre ta r ia t  would neces-  
sar i ly  be inadequate tp their prompt arid successful conclusion. He also 
announced th+t the Executive Committee would plan to  meet  monthly for  
the time being. 



With respect to the firFt study l isted in Tab A, that on 
electronic warfare  unqer Ds. Fubini, Dr.  Stever said that he would welcome 
this task force's  woTkiqg with the Air  Force  Scientific Advisory Board if 
they wish $9 do 80,  It seeme likely that, in some cases  at least ,  joint 
studiea with other adviqory proups will indeed be desirable.  
statement for  Dr. Fubiqi's task force is attached under Tab C. 

The problem 

The tirgk forct: f o r  conducting a much-needed review of contract 
policy for Defense R&D will be chaired by Mr. Pra t t .  
ment f o r  that review (signed Qn December 18) is attached under Tab C. 

Dr. Qaniel Alpert will s e rve  as chairman of the task force 

The problem state-  

being established to review the not-for-profit organizations o r ,  i s  they 
a r e  called in the report  of the Mahon Committee of the House of Represent- 
atives, Federal  Contract Research Centers.  This problem statement 
(signed December 16) is  attached under Tab C. 
recently conducfgd a review of the Air Force organizations in this category 
and their  report  should assist this task force in  i t s  own study. 

The Air Force  has  

Dr,  Leonard 5. Sheingold will conduct a critique and review 
of Service programs for  long-range organization and improvement of 
their  in-hause laboratories.  
December 17)  is attavhed under Tab  C. 

The problem statement for this study (signed 

Dr.  Albert L. Latter o f  the RAND Corporation will head the 
team (soon to be watablishftd) to study technical problems associated 
with penetration of strong enemy. defenses by our strategic systems.  
(This problem statement ha6 not yet been worked out in  final form. ) 

dfc%k!! 

Dr ,  Richard Latter,  a l s o  of the RAND Corporation, will conduct 
a study of technicel problems associated with defense against ballistic 
missi les .  
leadership pf Dr.  Lloyd Smith. In its report  dated September 30 ,  1963, 
the subcomm)ttee suggested that a new look at the defense missi le  si tua- 
tion might be approBriate after the lapse of a year  o r  so and the Board 
has expressed continued concern with this problem, both before and 
after that report .  
17)  is ipcluded under Tab C. 

The Board conducted such a study several  years  ago under the 

The problem statement for this study (signed December 

The Chaippan noted that there  could be serious political 
aspects of a significant increase in our ballistic missi le  defense posture 
since a strong increase in such defensive capability could lead to 
escalation of the strategic posture of the U. S. S. R.  and vice versa .  

2 



Dr. McMillan reported on progress  in establishing his  task 
force on She possible vulnerability of our strategic weapons systems,  such 
a s  the Fleet Ballistic Missile Syetem, the Minuteman System and the 
manned bamPer system of SAC. 
Dr.  PQstep in rnidTJanuary t o  fur ther  define the study and the appropriate 
team for it. 

He said he plans to &$t together with 

With respect to  the remqining studies listed on the chart  
(Tab A), they were in  a somewhat more  nebulous s ta te  of formation. 
After a short  discussion of the war  in Vietnam and the need to improve 
the fac,us of Defense. RDT&E on the war, Dr. Stever mentioned that the 
A i r  Fp~.ce; $cientific Advisory Board i s  planning to look at the problem 
with a special panel. It was agreed that the Defense Science Board also 
must take a st rang and active role  here ,  especially in assess ing  payoffs 
from RDT&E and prOviding for  quicker application of imminently avail- 
able ROT&E to the wnflict .  

ACTION TAKEN: - 
The Executive Committee noted and approved the establish- 

ment of the tagk forces described above. 

ITEM 3 - Meetiqg with Dr. Fos te r  
- ,  - 
This mqeting consisted, in  considerable part ,  of a rev iev  of 

The Chairman also noted the importance of dwlving upon young- 
:+&!?:{ the status of the studies as described above and discussion of the war  in  

Vietnam. 
e r  technical men throughout the countyy who could help on the current  war  
somewhat in the way they had in the Second World W a r .  

Dr .  Fostar agrged fully on these points and considerable 
di scuqsion of them ensued. He suggested the following tasks for the 
Executive C o n n i t t e e  to coneider: 

I )  A critical assessment  of the output of the Institute 
fop Defenqe Analyses over the past two o r  th ree  
years .  
fiom the generalevaluation of the not-for-profit 
orgqnizations th& Dr. Alpert is  conducting. 

This task is a distinct and sgparable one 

3 



2) ,A crit ical  assessment  of our RDT&E contribution 
to the Vietngm war in all its phases. 
ask what R&D is doing and how we can help in the 
conduct pf this war.  Dr. Foster emphasized the 
need for constaqt communication between the 
Rbtq staff at the various senior headquarters levels, 
including his own staff, and the forces in the 
field. 

We must 

3)  Locating and helping to organize younger technical 
menforccntributipns to our technical studies and 
to the other DDR&E activities, D r .  Foster com- 
mended the Defenfie Science Seminars that Dr .  
MeMi1J;rn prganized and conducted at UCLA the 
las t  two summers .  
mqp be used in the conduct of each of the new 
tasks which the Board has undertaken. 

He suggested that one young 

ITEM 4 - Piawing  Session 

After the meeting with Dr.  Foster,  the Executive Committee 
resumed its discuqsion of the Vietnam war. 
of RDT&E contributions t9 this war  a r e  so crit ical  and urgent that members  
of the Executive Committee agreed they would make this matter their  
pr ime consideration for the t ime being. It was agreed that the Executive 
Committee shodd  meet again in the near future to review this w t t e r  with 
the most knnwledgeable people 3vailable. These include (a )  D r .  Charles 
Herzfeld, the Director of ARPA, (b)  Mr. Seymour Deitchman, Special 
Assistant f a r  Counter has worked very 
clssely in the Rast, ( General 
W estmoselandfs staff, (6)  Colenel Robert Duffy, whs has been detailed 
to the Vietnam a rea  from Dr. Fos te r ' s  staff ,  and (e )  Mr, Burton Brown, 
who i s  on a special. assignment in Vietnam for Dr. Foster .  

Evaluation and improvement 

Following this discussion, the Executive Committee considered 
the problem of evaluatipg [DAIS output, a s  cited above, and of the best 
way to organize auch an evaluation. 

ACTION TAKFN: I 

The Execytive Committee agreed that it should serve a s  a 
special committee to consider the present war in Vietnam. 

4 
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ITEM 5 - 

.- 

Executive Session 

Mr. Det'kchman reported at length on affairs in Vietnam. He 
had spent a lot of t ime with General Westmoreland and his staff and had 
just returned from there ,  He promised to supply copies of his detailed 
t r ip  report  (Secret)  to  members  of the Executive Committee at a n  ear ly  
date. 

M r .  Peitchman summarized the situation in Vietnam from a 
variety of  points of view: performance of combat units, s t ructure  of the 
insurgent forces ,  social and political problems in South Vietnam, logistic 
and transportation problems, the problems of collecting and evaluating 
good intelligence information, and the performance of various types of 
military equipment. He believes that we now have our fingers on most 
o f  the important prpblems requiring R&D activity. 

The general program for  implementing our R&D effort i n  the 
Vietnam war  is labeled "Provost.  " 
cope with the variety of problems that pertain to the war  but the principal 
problem of all has been to  get timely decisions, Mr. Deitchman sug- 
gested that a committee to expedite R&D payoffs in the way could be very  
useful provided i t  was understood that such a committee would necessar i ly  
miss the bull 's-eye now and then and consequently waste some money. 
At present, high level systems analysis and other management controls, 
in their effort to save movey, are wasting a great  deal of t ime which is 
as important in  the conduct of war  as money itself, Mr .  Deitchman 
suggested that a branch office of DDR&E with a strong local systems 
analysis group might be very useful. At present the operations analysts 
a r e  scat tered throughout the coqmands .  It was remarked that m o r e  
technically trained people, to analyze and work with the military equip- 
ment on the $ ~ o t ,  were needed in addition to operations analysts. 
is still  ample room for hardware improvement of a great  many types 
of equipment, 

ACTION TAKEN; 

The Provost program has moved to  

The re  

Tl-te Executive Committee thanked Mr. Deitchman for a very 
able and enlightening summary  of the situation in Vietnam. 

5 



ITEM 6 - Disucssion of Problems with Deputies 

During this session the Executive Committee continued the 
discussion of the Vietnam war with the Deputy Directors of Defense 
Research and Engineering, namely: Dr. Larsen, Dr.  Cheatham, 
Dr. Sherwin, General Ely, Mr .  Fink and Mr. Rogers.  Dr.  Cheatham 
suggested that it would be useful to compile a list of things that ought 
to go over to Vietnam right away and another list of i tems to follow 
somewhat la te r  on. He said that in his opinion also there  is too much 
delay now i n  the administrative machinery and that economic cost/  
effectiveness is being over-used here .  

The Chairman told the Deputies that the Executive Com- 
mittee planned to meet ear ly  in January with General Boles, Mr. 
Deitchman and others  concerning the war. 
task forces with them and noted the necessity for the Deputies to a r r ange  
for staff support for the task forces .  
with the full-time staff here  in a noncompetitive team spiri t ,  providing 
outside perspectives and experience to complement that of the full- 
time staff, He said he would l ike a monthly appraisal  by the Deputies 
a t  each Executive Committee meeting on progress  of the task forces .  
The Chairman asked the help of the Deputies in building the member-  
ship of the task forces ,  s~ that the best people could be canvassed 
and chosen for them. I t  was brought out again that a strong effort 
should be made to introduce new namee and to pick up younger men. 

He then discussed the new 

These task forces  a r e  to work 

Dr.  Cheatham reviewed the antisubmarine warfare problem 
for the Executive Committee. 
models constructed for ASW systems but, unfortunately, most of the 
models a r e  not very good. 
would be to make a cri t ical  examination of the situation with respect to 
these models. 

There  seems to have been a plethora of 

The main function of the new task force  

General Ely said that he and M r .  P r a t t  a r e  about ready to 
s ta r t  on the review of Defense cr:ntracts for research  and development. 
Mr. Fink thereupon told the Executive Committee of h is  concern about 
present methods of letting incentive contracts. 
that incentive contracts pay off as they presently a r e  written. 
possible adverse effect on R&D work i s  at the hear t  of the problem 
which the new task  force will attempt to a s ses s .  

I t  is not at all c lear  
Their  

6 



Dr. McMillan commented that it may be a mistake to  consider 
that all the new task  forces  are to be ad hoc ones with short  lifetimes. 
Rather, he said they seem to fall into two classes ,  i .  e . ,  those that definitely 
a r e  ad hoc and those with more open-ended problems. 

,de.%..> 

ACTION TAKEN: 

The Chairman and Executive Committee thanked the Deputies 
for meeting with them and the Chairman asked that they continue to meet 
with the Executive Committee each month. 

ITEM 5 - Executive Session (continued) 

The Executive Committee devoted the f i r s t  par t  of this item 
to a review of matters considered earlier in the meeting. 
that we assemble a list of likely young men for help on the task forces ,  
and this suggestion was seconded by others present. 

Regarding the Vietnam war,  the Executive Committee agreed 
to  hold a special  meeting on Saturday, January 8, in the Pentagon to  
further review R&D aspects of that war .  At that time they will meet with 
General Boles, Dr. Herzfeld, Mr. Deitchman and others.  

Dr. Root urged 

Dr. Robert A. Frosch ,  Deputy Director of ARPA, supplied 
further comment on the Vietnam war as seen from his  position in ARPA 
The Agile program of ARPA was designed originally with the mission of 
arranging for  quick fixes of hardware in use in the war  but now i s  
working almost exclusively on long-term items. Dr. Frosch  under- 
lined the importance of the organizational problem, from where h e  s i ts ,  
namely, what to do with R&D output that might be useful in t k  war .  
How do you cut down the t ime between the demonstrated usefulness of 
the hardware and its adoption in the field? 

?!!!*&? 

ACTION TAKEN: 

The Executive Committee will hold a special meeting in the 
Pentagon on January 8, 1966, and will have i ts  next regular meeting, as 
previously scheduled, in the Pentagon on January I 9  in preparation for  
the full Board meeting on January 20. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 p.  m. 

/,OM 13 l-kwa.akAt 
W m .  W .  Hammerschmidt 
Executive Secretary 
Defense Science Board 

7 30 December 1965 
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Loe No. 65-6062 

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD TASKS 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

TAi3 C 



DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 201Pl 

4 - DEC 1965 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Tasks 

In accordance with our previous conversations, I would like the Board to 
undertake the following task and to report their findings to m e  by 1 Feb- 
ruary 1966: 

Conduct a study to evaluate our current electronic warfare 
capability to include ELINT and electronic counterneasure 
techniques, and the utilizations of these techniques in the 
location and/or destruction of enemy installations. The 
utilization of information by field organizations should 
also be assessed as it pertains to tactics and improving 
mission effectiveness. Moreover, if appropriate, 
recommendations should be submitted for improvement 
of DOD development and procurement procedures support- 
ing the electronic warfare a rea  in order to provide 
equipment8 which will be  responsive to transient or  
changing field requirements. 
suggestions and recommendations a r e  desired, including a 
R&D program, and a procurement and field implementation 

Immediate and longer t e rm 

plan. 

I am agreeable to your proposal to establish a DSB Subcommittee with 
Dr. Eugene Fubini as chairman to conduct this study and evaluation. 

I 

Staff assistance wil l  be provided as necessary. 

V 
John S. Foster,  J r .  



. 
DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RES RING 

WAS~lN01ON, D.C. -1 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Tasks 

In accordance with our previous conversations, I would like the Board 
to undertake the followhg task, starting about January 1. 1966. and to 
submit a report  by May 1, 1966: 

Study the current policies and practices observed in  contract- 
ing for research and development with a view to determining: 

a. I f  the increasing use of f i rm fixed price and incentive 
type contracting is prejudicial to the effective and 
economic management and execution of projects in 
the several  categories of R&D. 

The appropriateness and effectiveness of the usual 
incentives in incentive contracts, the effects of 
multiple incentives, and the possibility of develop- 
ing better incentive selection cr i ter ia  and structur- 
ing techniques. 

The influence of incentive and fixed price contracting 
on overall cost, schedule and performance in  research 
and development programs. 

b. 

C. 

Where appropriate, the study should result  in recommendations for 
corrective action, to include drafts of instructions designed to initiate 
such action. 

In carrying out this study, the task force should take advantage of 
other related studies of procurement practices. particularly those 
of the Deputy Assistant Secretary (Procurement) in the office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics). 



2 .  

I am pleased that Mr. P e r r y  W. Pratt has agreed to serve as 
chairman of the task force for t h i s  study. I have assigned 
General Ely as the cognizant Deputy for th is  study and have 
asked him to make available Mr. Roach, Assistant Director 
(Engineering Management), and whatever staff support is 
necessary, to assist the task force in  the study. 

A ,  $A\- 
S. Foster,  Jr. 

i 


